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Introduction 

In a large industrial complex such as Stelco, one of the major and 

most important elements of structural design is the overhead crane 
•runway. At the Hilton Works plant there are about 25 miles of crane 

runway supporting some 360 cranes. These numbers are steadily 

increasing as the plant is developed. 

Since these cranes are the heart of a mill, it is essential that the 

runway system be precisely designed. It is a certainty that the 

design loads will be attained, if not sometimes surpassed. 

The aspect of design varies for the engineer. It may be a completely 

new runway system to be developed. Or it may be that an existing 

installation must be checked for a newer, heavier crane, and perhaps 

have to be reinforced. Quite often an existing runway may have to 

be drastically modified to suit new plant facilities. Alternate 

schemes must be evaluated. 

In all cases, the design must adhere to strict tolerances regarding 

allowable stresses and deflections. Also, the criteria for min

imizing fatique effects must be satisfed. Notwithstanding these 

parameters, the engineer must produce an economical design in a 

reasonably short time. In many cases, a decision is required within 

hours. 
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To fulfill these demands, the engineer requires a tool that is fast, 

accurate, and readily available. Until the development of this 

computer program CRANE, such service was not always provided. 

Even the design of simply supported girders can become tedious and 

time consuming. Although there is an accurate analytical method for 

determining the maximum bending moments, the process bogs down as the 

girder span and number of wheel loads increases. It should be 

remembered that several analyses are needed, e.g. one crane with 

impact or two cranes, no impact.Also, the spans in a runway may 

vary, and a separate girder may have to be designed. Influence 

lines are used as well. Having obtained single maximum values, 

it is still necessary to combine the effect of all wheels to form 

envelopes of bending and shear. The maximum deflection is usually approxi

mated by placing the loads in the center of the girder, and ~alculating 

the resulting displacement at that point. 

For runway systems incorporating trusses and continuous beams, the 

task of analysis is greatly compounded. In addition to truss 

action and 1oca1 bending. (because of whee 1 1 oads between pane1 points), 

secondary bending due to joint deflections must be accounted for. 

The most common approach is to make simplifying assumptions, use 

approximations, apply "rule-of-thumb", and rely on experience. The 

top chord of trusses is often analysed as a continuous beam. The 

loads are placed at several discrete locations, and the system is 
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analysed, either by manual methods or by a computer program for 

static loading. The more locations that are investigated, the more 

complete the solution. 

The results of these methods is a design that is generally conservative 

(to account for some of the uncertainties and assumptions), and 

hence not the most economical. In some cases the assumptions may 

be quite invalid, particularly on indetenninate structures. 

A full ''picture" of the response of the structure to the passing loads 

is seldom achieved. Areas of stress reversal and zones of low or 

high bending and shear are not readily identified. This data is 

required for splicing, cut-outs, spacing of stiffeners, and welding 

of attachments. These methods are time consuming, and experienced 

designers are kept from exploring alternate schemes. 

The development of the computer program CRANE has successfully remedied 

these problems. The solution is based on a stiffness matrix analysis. 

The displacements at each joint are calculated, and these in turn 

are used to calculate the bendingr axial, and shear forces. 

No simplifying assumptions are required. The entire series of loads 

is moved across the runway in increments of one foot. Thus, a total 

picture is achieved. Structures of varying complexity are analysed 

with equal ease. 
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The inter-relationship of forces is shown. The top chord of a truss 


must be designed as a beam-column, and the maximum bending and con


current axial force are calculated. In a girder. the stresses due to 


bending and shear in the tension flange must be checked concurrently. 


This data is available from the computer output. 


Single maximum values are easily located. Also, envelopes are easily 


obtained from the printout. Maximum vertical deflectionsof the joints 


of the top chord are calculated. A full description of the analysis 


is given later in the Scope. 


Equally important, the program can be run on "time-sharing" 


facilities right in the design office. The format is design orientated, 


with a minimum emphasis on computer knowledge. 


The method of analysis, conventions, units, method of coding, and 


sample problems are discussed in the report. The actual use of 


computer hardware is not discussed, nor is the mode of communicating 


on the terminal. These subjects vary considerably according to 


the computer system being used, and are best learned from the 


appropriate manuals. The program is written in FORTRAN IV, and 


the sample problems were run onHP'stime sharing system. * A listing 


is given in the Appendix. 


The example problems supplement the documentation of the program. They 


serve as teaching tools for coding. They also demonstrate the ver


satility, and comprehensiveness of the program. They also allow 
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for some discussion of the analysis. From this basis, more complicated 

structures can be tackled. The results of the first three examples 

have been verified by independent methods. 

* HEWLETT PACKARD 3000 SERIES COMPUTER SYSTEM. 
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Scope of Analysis 

General 

The program CRANE will analyze any given planar structure (simple 

girder, truss, continuous beam, trestle, etc.) that is subjected 

to a series of moving loads. No restriction is placed on the mag

nitude or the spacing of the loads. Springs, or elastic supports, 

can be incorporated as required. 

The analysis is in two parts: that of the chord, i.e., the member 

directly supporting the moving loads, and that of the web members 

and bottom chord. In a girder, the web members and bottom chord 

would not be applicable. The chord is assumed to be continuous and 

horizontal. 

Chord Analysis 

The chord analysis yields the following: 

(1) 	 both the maximum positive and negative bending moments, at 

one foot intervals, along with the associated axial and shear 

forces, i.e. those forces acting simultaneously with the 

maximum bending moments. 

(2) 	 maximum axial force {per panel), along with the associated 

bending moments at one foot intervals 

(3) 	 the maximum absolute shear force, at one foot intervals. 
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Web and Bottom Chord Analysis 


The web member analysis yields the following: 


(1) maximum tensile force and the absolute value of the associated 

bending moment. 

(2) maximum compressive force, and associated bending moment. 

(3) maximum value of absolute shear force. 

(4) length of members, as calculated from center line working points 

Also, the maximum vertical deflection of the chord panel points 


is calculated. 


A printout of member and joint data is optional. 


Size Limitations 


There are, for practical reasons, a number of restrictions. The 


maximum number of chord panels is 10, with a maximum panel length 


of 25 ft. The total number of joints must not exceed 25, nor the 


total number of members 40. Maximum number of wheels is 15. 


These values can be altered somewhat to suit a particular problem. 


On a larger computer system than that usually associated with a 


time-sharing service, these size limitations can usually be eliminated. 


Panel lengths, as well as wheel load spacing, must be integer 


values. All loads must be vertical. 
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Springs 

Springs can be added to any joint. They can be used to represent 

the effects of settling foundations, or actual structural spring supports. 

The effects of full or partial restraint of the end rotation of a 
•

crane girder can be studied. 

The designer must determine the spring constant that would apply 

to his specific application. 

Eccentricity 

The effects of any joint eccentricity would be added manually to 

the computer printout. However, it is general design practice to 

have the center lines of all members of a joint intersect at one 

point, thereby eliminating eccentricity. 

Interpretation of Analysis 

The values of bending moment, axial and shear forces generated by 

the program enable an experienced engineer to perform a canplete and 

accurate design. The inter-relationship of the forces are known, 

and the effects of combined stresses can be investigated. 

See Example No. 3, p. 44 for further details. 

Not only are the maximum points of stress identified, but the 

envelopes of maximums can be plotted. Thus a graphical representation 

can show the zones of high or low stresses. This has been done 
in the example problems. 
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Areas of stress reversal can also be identified. 

Secondary bending due to joint deflection is automatically 

incorporated in the analysis. 

The joint deflections reflect the stiffness of the members and 

the effect of either pin or moment connections. 

The data generated allows the engineer to make the most economical 

use of the material, to pin-point potential trouble areas, and 

to place cut-outs and splices in the optimum locations. 

Coding Format 

The coding of the data must be in accordance with the format 

described. If the joint or member data does not follow this format, 

an error message will be printed, and the run is aborted. Further, 

the error printout, "STRUCTURE IS UNSTABLE", will be given if, for 

any reason, the three states of equilibrium are not satisfied for 

the structure as a whole, or for any of its members or joints. 

This means that proper joint restraints must be defined to satisfy 

equilibrium requirements of simple statics. No inference is made 

to the actual 11 stability 11 of any particular member. 
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Method of Analysis 

The solution is based on a stiffness matrix analysis: a system of 

linear force-displacement equations for the total structure is 

solved by the Choleski method. The displacements (horizontal, 

vertical, and rotational) of each joint are calculated, and, using 

these values, the forces (shear, axial, and bending moment) of 

each member are then determined. Elastic theory is used. An 

outline of the analysis is given in the following pages. 

Co-ordinate Systems 

A stiffness matrix [K]s for each member, relative to a set of proper 

reference system co-ordinates, is established. A relationship 

exists between the reference system co-ordinates and the local member 

co-ordinates. This is shown in Figure A. There are six displacements/ 

forces for each member. In the member co-ordinates, the vectors 

are parallel and perpendicular to the member, rather than the main 

co-ordinate system. 
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~ (P,o) ~ 5" 

~ 6~4 

Displacements
Forces {P} 

x 

(F,u). I. 
{f} = [KJ {u}

5 
>

2. 

Displacements {u}
Forces {f}3I ,...., I 

Member Co-ord. System Co-ord. 

Figure A 

Compatibility 

The compatibility of the co-ordinate systems is given by: 

{o} = [BJ {u} 

where [B] is the displacement transformation matrix, i.e. it reflects 

the effect on the array of member displacements {o} by unit move

ments in the array of system displacements {u}. For example, if 

in Figure A, u1 is equal to one, then o1 =Cos~ (see diagram below). 

'l.A., : I 

This procedure is repeated for each displacement, building the trans

formation matrix. The analysis is referenced to the system co-ordinates. 
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Constitutative Relationship 


The constitutive relationship is given by: 


{P} = [K]m {cS} 

where [K] is the member stiffness matrix relative to member com 

ordinates. 

It reflects the effect on the array of member forces {P} by unit 

movements of member displacements {o}. For example, if in Figure A, 

o1 is equal to one, then P1 = AC . 

Pin-Pin Member 

The transformation matrix for a pin-pin member as shown in Figure A 

is given by: 

r 9, m 0 0 0 
1 -m i 0 0 0 n


l0 0 l 0 0 0 t = Cos <P[BJ = 0 0 0 i m 0 ! m = Sin <P0 0 0 -m i 0' 

I_ 0 0 0 0 0 l ! 

The corresponding member stiffness matrix is given by: 

l 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0[K] = AE 

m L -1 0 0 l 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Now, the member stiffness matrix re the system co-ordinates for 

axial deformations can be calculated. The relationship is given by 

[K]s AXIAL= [BJT [K]m[B]. 
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0 

0 

0 
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XY 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

The stiffness matrix to reflect bending is done in a similar manner, 

and can be combined with the axial matrix to give [K]s for fix-fix, 

fix-pin, and pin-fix conditions. 

Total Stiffness Matrix 

The joints and members are coded (Figure B), as well as the structure 
3displacements {a} (Figure C), 

4-~23 > 

II 
00 

o~ ~o 
Figure 8 Figure C 

The structure displacements, a total of four, are the unknowns 

that must be solved. They are referenced to system co-ordinates. At 

joint no. 1, there is no movement and thus no unknowns; at joint 

no. 2, movement is possible in all three modes and three unknowns 

(a2, a3, a4) must be determined; at joint no. 3, only the rotation 
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is unknown (a1). 

The correlation between the member system displacements and the 

structure system displacements is shown in Figure 0. 
3 

t~(a) 

0 

~o 
Member Code Structure Code 

Figure D 

Thus, structure displacement no. 2 is in effect the member dis

placement no. for member II. The total such relationship can be 

summarized in chart form: 

2 3 4 5 6 } member displacement code 
member 1 0 0 0 2 3 4 structure displacement codenumbers 2 2 3 4 0 0 l 

At this point, a stiffness matrix for the whole structure can be 

generated from the individual member matrices. This then would 

represent the actual system of linear force-displacement equations 

which must be solved: 
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{F} 	 = [K]s {a}
TOTAL 

where {F} is the array of externally applied forces, having the 

same code numbers and sense as the structure displacements {a}. 

In Figure 	B, this array would be: {F}T = {0 0 0}F1 
[KJTOTAL represents the effect on the whole structure to unit 

movement by {a}. For example, if a unit displacement a2 is applied, 

then the resulting corresponding force F2 would be the sum of f 4 

(member I) and f1 (member II). 

In other words, (TOTAL) (member I) (member II).K22 = K44 + K11 

In like fashion, the total stiffness matrix is generated. 

The structure displacements can now be determined, and these values 

are back-substituted into the individual member stiffness matrices, 

giving the member forces as shown in Figure E. These forces are then 

resolved into the familiar components of axial and shear. Bending 

moments are the same for both systems (except for sign convention). 

The member forces are resolved into components as shown below: 

,,, 

" " /-.. member force 

axial 
component 

Figure E 
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Su1JJTiary of Symbols 

[K]s - member stiffness matrix relative to system co-ordinates 

[BJ - displacement transformation matrix, relating member 

displacements to system displacements 

L - member length 

x - horizontal component of member length, relative 

to system co-ordinates 

Y - vertical component of member length 

o - member displacement, member co-ordinates 

P - member forces, member co-ordinates 

u - member displacement, system co-ordinates 

f - member forces, system co-ordinates 

[K]m - member stiffness matrix relative to member 

cc-ordinates 

[K] 
sTOTAL 

- stiffness matrix of whole structure 

F - externally applied loading 

a - joint displacements of the structure 

Band Matrix 

In this particular program, the total stiffness matrix was 

assembled in a band formation [Rubenstein, p. 165], which is better 

suited to computer applications. The algorithm 
~ 
1 for this 

tAlgorithm and subroutine BAND were obtained from lecture notes by 
Dr. Emery, McMaster University, 1972. 
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is located in lines 238-254 inclusive of the program. The 

subroutine BAND is used to solve this matrix. 

In effect, the band matrix excludes all zero components, and is 

stored in the computer as a one dimensional array (DIMENSION Z, 

Line 120 in program): the total size is the product of the 

band with times the number of unknowns. 

Band matrix of width B. 

Application of Loads 

The formulae and methods described Aave been set up to accommodate 

external loads applied only at the nodes, or joints. In the 

actual design problem (moving a series of loads across a structure), 

the loads are only infrequently located at an actual panel 

shown below, the load Pis on the panel. point. In the truss 
p 

One solution is to 11 create" node 

points (joints) at one foot inter

vals, coinciding with the load 

movements: the shear and axial 

forces, as well as bending moments, would be calculated directly. 

However, this method er.tails an extremely increased amount of 
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tedious coding, and, because each such node introduces an additional 

3 unknowns, the size of the matrices is greatly increased. Thus, 

to reduce coding requirements and to keep the size of the pro

gram within the restrictions of time-sharing facilities, an 

alternative approach was taken. 

The panel loads are accorrmodated by calculating the fixed end 

moments and shears, and applying these as external loads at the 

two adjacent panel joints (Rubenstein, p. 97). V 
v ~ 

M, ~p M< (~c~ o. f 6 f) M, 

f Vi t Va 

Fixed-end Forces Equivalent Loading 

When the member forces are later calculated, the shears, axial, 

and bending moments must be reduced by the value of these fixed-end 

forces. Any external load which is actually located at a joint is 

analysed in the normal fashion. 

Once the end forces of each panel have been established by matrix 

analysis, the intermediate values of bending and shear (M and V in 

diagram below) are calculated, at one foot intervals, by statics, 

taking moments about point A (right panel joint). 

applied loads 
P, pt. 

~al cul ated end fore.esl ~ r~ 
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Springs 

Spring constants are added directly to the total stiffness matrix 

at the required joints: they can be in the horizontal or vertical 

sense (assimilating elastic supports), or in the torsional sense 

(to effect semi-rigid joints). 

Movement of Loads 

The wheel loads are moved from left to right, one foot at a time, 

across the chord. The first wheel is set at the zero foot mark. All 

loads directly on a joint are analysed as such. All other loads 

are treated as panel forces: accordingly, the number and location 

of loads on each panel are tabulated constantly. 

A structural analysis is done after each advancement of the loads. 

The values immediately obtained are compared to the previous ones, 

and the higher ones saved. This procedure is repeated until all 

loads are off the structure. 

Direction of loads 
)lit 

I I ~panels 

_J___l__~-----r-~--!--~~ 
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Experience has shown that a one foot increment in load movement 

gives results that have a negligible differ~nce from a truly 

continuous movement. The same is true for determining the forces 

at one foot intervals. The accuracy is bett~r than the value of the 

design loads. 
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Data Input 

Input is achieved both by stored data files and 11 on-line 11 terminal 

communications. The bulk of the data (structure geometry and member 

properties) is stored in one of five data files: FIRST, SECND 

THIRD, FORTH and FIFTH. In response to the terminal request, 

11 11111 FILE NO. REQ 1 D. 11 
, the appropriate number, e.q. for FIRST 

is typed. Free field format is used. 

The program will then proceed, requiring the additional terminal 

input in turn: 

a) Number of loads 

b) Wheel loads (magnitude) 

c) Wheel spacing, (first wheel at zero) 
K. \(. ~ 

'3'0 '2.0 \0 

~ 5' l I 

2. l 
The data for the above arrangement is given by: 


a) Wheel loads: 10, 20, 30 


b) Wheel spacing: O, 2, 5 


Note: wheel spacing must be integer values. 


If a printout of the structure data is required, then type in the 


word 11 YES 11 when requested. Otherwise type 11 N0 11
 
• 

The remaining data is stored in the independent files. A typical 

data sheet is as shown. 
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Data Variables 

The variables are listed in the order and sequence required in the 

data file. The line numbers have not been shown. 

NP 

JNTC 

NNN 

NJ, NM, E, NR, NSP 

JN, X, Y (one line for each joint) 

JNR, NRT, NR2, NR3 (one line for each joint restrained) 

MN, JNL, JNG, A, B (one line for each member) 

NP - number of paneis in top chord 

JNTC - joint numbers of the chord, left to right 

NNN - JOB DESCRIPTION 

NJ - total number of joints 

NM - total number of members 

E - modulus of elasticity 

NR - number of joints with deflection restraints 
11011NSP - number of springs, use (zero) if none 

JN - joint number 

X,Y - horizontal and vertical joint co-ordinates respectively. 

JNR - joint number of restrained joint 

NRl joint degree of freedom (either l or 0) in horizontal 
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NR2 - joint degree of freedom (either l or 0) in vertical 

NR3 - joint degree of freedom (either l or 0) in rotation 

MN - member number (chord members must be numbered from left 

to right, the first member being no. 1) 

JNL - lower joint number 

JNG - greater joint number 

A - cross sectional area of member 

B - moment of inertia of member 

Generally, the structure is described by locating the joints with 

the co-ordinates, and describing the member by identifying its 

joint numbers. The area and inertia of each member is also given. 

The degree of freedom and member fixity completes the description. 
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JOINT RESTRAINT AND MEMBER FIXITY 

Degrees of Freedom: 	 Any given joint has three degrees of freedom, 

i.e. freedom to move in the x-direction, the 

y-direction, and to rotate. It is necessary to 

describe the three degrees of freedom for each 

joint in a structure. 

If a joint is restrained from movement in one 

of these directions, that degree of freedom is 

set to zero (0). Otherwise, it is set to one 

(1), signifying no restraint. 

Joint restrained 0 

Joint not restrained 1 

It is also possible to set the deflection of one 

joint equal to that of any other joint. 

All joints are assumed to have three degrees 

of freedom; only those joints that have some 

degree of restraint need be specified. 

Member Fixity: 	 Member fixity describes the end connection of 

the member, whether it is a continuous (moment) 

connection, or a pinned (shear) connection. If a 

connectionis assumed to be fully continuous 

no coding is required. 
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(1,1,1) 

1 

If a pin connection is required, special 

coding is needed. This is accomplished by 

placing, in the member data, a minus sign 

before that joint number where no moment 

is to be transferred. 

Note: 	 The chord directly supporting the 


loads is continuous. 


2 3 4 

(2,1,1) (2,1,1) 

(0,0,0) 	 5 (0,0,1) 

The x,y, and rotational degrees of freedom of the joints in the above 

frame are given in the brackets. Joint no. 1 is restrained completely; 

joint no. 5 is restrained in the x and y directions, but is able to 

rotate. Joint no. 3 is an optional joint (it may be deleted) to allow 

direct computation of stress and deflections at that point. Joint #2 

has no external restraint. Joint 3 and 4 are free to rotate and to 

move freely in a vertical direction, but have been forced to have the 

same horizontal deflection as joint #2. This is achieved by coding a 11 2" 

for the X-direction restraint. It is important to note that a 

11 111 always denotes freedom from external restraint (see example data 

sheet on page 26). 
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Example Data Sheet 

The data file for a simple truss is given below. The left support 

point has been taken as the origin. 
I 


10 


3 


I 


8 


4 


Data File: 

100 2 


110 1, 2, 3 


120 SAMPLE DATA FOR TRUSS 

130 4, 3, 29000, 3, 0 

140 1, 0, 0 

150 2, 10, 0 

160 3, 20, 0 

170 4, 10. -8 

180 1, 0, 0, 1 


190 3, 1, 0, 1 


195 4, 1, 2, 1 


200 1, 1, 2, 10, 100 
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210 2, 2, 3, 0, 0 

220 3, 4, 10, 10l ' 

230 4, 4, 3' 0, 0 

240 5, 4' -2' 0' 0 

For notes on the above example, see below. 

Notes 	on the example data sheet: 

1. 	 Line numbers must be in numerical order, with one blank space 

before the data. 

2. 	 Joints and members must be listed in numerical order. 

3. 	 The lower joint number must preceed the greater joint number. 

4. 	 0 (zero) denotes the s~"e area and inertia of the preceeding 

member, e.g., lines #210 and 230. 

5. 	 In member data, a minus sign before a joint number denotes a 

pin joint at that end of the member, e.g., line #240, member 5. 

6. 	 Chord members must be numbered from left to right, the first 

being #1, the second being #2, etc. 

7. 	 The line #120, any description up to 60 letters can be used. 

8. 	 The origin is at joint no. 1, see line #140. 

g, 	 The joint restraints, conforming to the sketch, are described 

in lines #180 and #190. 

10. 	 Panel lengths must be integer values, e.g., line #100. 

11. 	 Note that decimals are not used except to indicate a fraction. 

12. 	 Note that joint #4 is able to rotate and move horizontally without 

restraint, but, by coding, has been forced to have the same 

vertical deflection as joint #2. See line #195. 
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lnEut: 

Output: 

U N I T S 

Concentrated Pt. loads 
Modulus of elasticity 
Member area 
Moment of inertia 
Joint co-ordinates 
Spring constants 

Axial, shear 
Bending moment 
Joint deflections 
Member length 

kip 
kip/sq. 
sq. in. 
in. 4 

ft. 
kips/ft. 

kip 
kip-ft. 
in. 
ft. 

in 

& kip-ft. 
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CONVENTIONS 

JOINT CO-OR. 

y The origin, (0,0), may 
(0,0) ~x (positive) be located at any con

venient position. 

MEMBER IDENTIFICATION 

JNL - lower joint number, i.e., the 
joint with the algebraically lesser 
x-coordinate. For a vertical 
member, it is the joint with the 
lesser y-coordinate. 

APPLIED LOADING 

_l_ ____,,l.____ 
(positive) 

OUTPUT 

Member stresses: 
(positive) 

t JNL JNG 

A - axial S - shear M - bending moment 

Vertical Deflections: i (+) 

T<-l 
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Introduction to Example Problems 


Four example problems ~ a simple beam, a two-span continuous beam, 


and two trusses ~ are described in the following pages. Through 


these problems, the coding and application of the program are 


demonstrated, as well as its scope and versatility. An inter

pretation of the printout is also given as well as a description 


of the format. 


In all cases, the wheel loads and spacings will be listed in the 


printout. Likewise, the job title, as well the number of joints, members, 


and restrained joints will be listed. The user has the option to 


suppress the member and joint data from the printout. 


A listing of the actual data file is given for each example problem. 


From these data files, the actual input, such as the area and moment of 


inertia of each member, can be verified. 


Under the heading "MEMBER DATA", each member is listed by number, 

showing the lower and greater joint numbers (JNL and JNG); the member 


fixity at the lower and greater joint (KL and KG); and the area and moment of 


inertia. If KL or KG is equal to 1, then continuity occurs in the 


member; if KL or KG is equal to 0, then a pin connection is indicated. 


Under the heading 11 JOINT DATA" each joint is listed by number, 


showing the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates for each joint. 
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Also, the structure code displacement numbers are shown for each 

joint, listing the horizontal, vertical, and rotation in order. 

Code 11 l 11. i ndi ca tes no movement. 

The band width and the number of unknowns are also listed, and, 

thus, the size of the array needed to store the band matrix can 

be determined. 

As described earlier, the output is divided into two categories, 

that of the chord, and that of the web members (actually, all other 

remaining members). 

A complete analysis is given for each member of the chord. 

The first heading, X, is the distance, measured from the left 

end of the panel member, at which the listed forces are calculated. 

It starts at zero (at the joint), and increases one foot at 

a time. The maximum positive bending moment to occur at that 

location (after all the wheels have passed on and off the structure) 

is shown in the second column. The associated shear and axial 

forces, i.e., those occurrirg simultaneously with the maximum 

positive bending moment, are listed in columns three and four. 

The associated axial force acts uniformly for the length of the member. 

Likewise, the maximum negative bending moment, and its associated 

shear and axial forces, are listed in the next three columns (5, 6 and 

7). The absolute value fer the shear force is listed in the next 

column, no. 8 (MAX. SHEAR). The value shown in the last column is the 
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bending moment that occurs at that location when the axial force 


is a maximum. 


The other structure members are listed in numerical order. For 


each member, the maximum tensile force and the absolute value of 


the associated bending momentoccurring at either the lower or upper 


joint (the larger value being chosen) is given in the second and 


third columns. Likewise, the maximum compression and associated 


bending is given in the next two columns. The absolute value of 


the maximum shear is listed next. The member length is given in 


the final column. 


Finally, the maximum deflection of the top chord, taken at the 


panel points, is listed. 


The results of program CRANE are verified by other programs 


in the first three examples. 


Also, the relevance of the forces generated by the program CRANE with 


respect to design requirements is reviewed. 


It cannot be overemphasized that the coding of a problem must 


reflect the realities of the actual design proposed: this is 


entirely in the hands of the designer. No attempt is made in the 


examples provided to justify the configuration, construction, or 


member selection. The function of this report is to illustrate 


the scope of the program, and to provide guidance in its usage. 
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Example #1 and #lA: Simple Beam 

A simply supported beam is loaded as shown: 

\0 K.Z.OK

l 6 ~ A= 10 in. 2 

~ /6 I ~ I = 1000 in. 4 
~ 1 
From a design point of view, the most important information required 

is the maximum bending moment resulting from the movement of the 

loads across the beam: this value enables the designer to establish 

the cross-sectional properties to resist the stresses due to 

bending. Similarly, the maximum shear will allow the beam web to 

be designed. Having these two properties, a suitable beam can be 

safely designed. In the example given, these maximums are easily 

obtained by hand; however, in practice the number of wheels and span 

are generally much greater and the chore is disproportionately 

more difficult. 

Having established the maximum bending moment and shear, it is 

advantageous to know the range of these forces, i.e~ to have the 

envelope. In large girders (to support mill cranes) it is usually 

economical to change the cross-section at certain points to reflect 

the reduced stress levels. This is apparent in the graphs illust

rating the envelopes for maximum bending and shear. Checking the 

bending values, it is possible to perhaps reduce the thickness of 
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the beam flanges on the end sections. Regarding the shear, the 


center portion may have a reduced web thickness, or, using the 


graph, the intermediate stiffeners may be more widely spaced. 


Note that sign is not important for shear values. 


A third benefit of the envelOfiE!S is that the designer can better 


locate any openings relative to the stress at a particular 


location. Accurate loads are available for the proper design of 


actual fabrication splices. 


The printout of CRANE indicates that the maximum positive bending 


moment is 91 .87 K-Ft., located 7 ft. from the left support, the 


simultaneous shear force at the same location is 13.12 Kips. Thus, 


it is possible to check combined bending and shear stresses as per 


the appropriate design codes. 


The location and value of maximum positive bending are verified 


by hand: 


X = i (2 - P2 a I P1 + P2) = i (16 - _1 ~86 ) = 7 Ft. 


M= (P1 + P2)X2 I 2 = (10 + 20) 72 I 16 = 91.87 K-Ft. 

In many cases, the maximum deflection is a very strict parameter 

(span/1000 for crane girders), and these values are given for 

all joints on the chord. In example #1, the chord has been 

arbitrarily divided into 3 panels to demonstrate this facility tn 

coding, as we1l as to provide a deflection printout. In example #lA, 

the same problem is done using a single member. 
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The deflection is a function of the moment of inertia, assumed 1000 

in this case; if a different value were actually used, then the 

deflection would be a ratio of the inertias. 

To further verify the output form CRANE, an unsophisticated program 

DEFN was written for simple beams. The results are shown here, 

confirming the results. 

In example #1, the joint and member data is listed. Note that 

the KL and KG values are equal to l, conforming to a continuous 

chord. In the joint data, the structure code numbers are listed. 

11 111Note that at joint no. l the X and Y code is , indicating 

restraint conforming to the pin connection shown at the left support. 

Similarly, the roller connection at the right support is indicated 

by Y = 1 at joint no. 4. 

The actual data files, FIRST and FIFTH, are also listed. 
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OEFN 16:22EST 83/16/77- 42 

DATA REQ'D: NO. OF LDS.iSPANiINERTIAi"OD.OF ELASTIC.?Z1161l888129f80 

DATA REQ'D: LOADS?18128 


DATA REQ'D: 

•
x 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 


18 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 


"AX. REACTION= 

ftAX. SHEAR= 

LOAD SPACING?f 16 


ftAX.DEFL. 

8.HH 

8.1254 

8.9499 

f .8723 

1.8918 

1.1189 

8.1198 

8.1264 

1.1279 
8.1247 
1.1178 
8.1951 
9.1894 
9.1785 
8.8487 
1.1248 
8. 

26.25 

26.25 

PROGRA" STOP AT 1819 


USED 6.68 UNITS 


"AX.B.PIOl'I. 
8.HH 

24.3751 
45.IHI 
61.8758 
75.Hft 
84.3751 
9f .'8H 
91.8751 
98.1188 
84.3758 
75.l!JH 
68.75H 
68.l!JH 
58.6258 
37.5018 
28.6258 

http:LDS.iSPANiINERTIAi"OD.OF
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Example #2: Continuous Beam 


A two-span continuous beam is loaded as shown: 

zoK io I( 

J,. 4-' i 


7 

I. 

The design requirements are essentially the same as for a simple 

beam except the added feature of an intermediate support creates 

the extra dimension of negative bending. The envelopes for both 

positive and negative bending are shown graphically, indicating 

the maximum values. 

Because of the negative bending created over the center support, 

the compression flange is the bottom flange, and may have to be 

braced laterally. 

Also, the range of stress reversal is established, and if fatigue 

is a design criteria, the data is available. Again, if fatigue is 

a concern, then the designer has a definition of the extent and 

magnitude of the tension zones, and can thus make a judgement re

garding welded connections or fabrication imperfections located 

in these areas. 

As in example #1, the numerical results of CRANE have been verified 

by a simple program CONT, based on the "three moment equation". 
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The coding diagram is shown on the printout, and the data file 
• 

SECOND is listed. Again, the member and joint data are listed 

with the main printout. The structure code numbers reflect the 

joints which have been restrained in accordance with the diagram 

(l indicates no movement allowed). 
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""Y ,~M,.. • AXIAL FORCE IN KIPS= 

MALB.11. ASS. AL ASS.SHR. ~Al.B.~. ASS. AX. 

p;~::: I~ i VE FORCE FORCE ~iEGATIVE FORCE 


·"li'I ;'l•': .; "\ .; 

I I.it) ~6 .0l -i7 14 1fU,,i .. ,;:, .. lj 

.Z0 Z:.09 .00 i ,1~9 
~ ,.... ·. ' 

.~0 l.01 lO l'..Ji 

·~C' -~.f..;, .:.,._. l ·~· l, 1:~.67 -Z.29 .0J 
=~.·.;~2.614 

•- .. ~ 't ··-· 
'\ ·""!·"". 

- ~:.. ,.j~ - .:Ji' 
:r 

t·.·I-.iz 

HH MAL !JERTICAL ~EFN'S. TOP CHORD HH 

JiH. NO. 
,germ 

., 
i. .001rn 

.z0irn 

:P3ZZl1A.7.3 EDIT/3011 WEDt DEC 281 19781 11:43 AH DATA
(CJ YEWLE"!~ -?ACK;~RD C~J. ~97!3 

IT FlHST1UNN 
/L ALL 

2 
.,. " ., ·"'1 
i. .. H .. t·J 

:3 C:J~JT, BEAN 

6 2151\i 
7 :3'1210 
S !101S1i 
9 2t1t0ti 

., i ft ~ 

.,:;1.i.rtit.i. 

1t11Z1:Jt100f1 
212t'.31i1rJ 

rr: 

END GF SUBSYSTE!1 


MAX. 
SHEAR 

·"'.··: i:!t\
.. :..o'ln -.. ee 
~ ,"\ . {,;, o. _.: 

~ 11 i ~ 
.i.li ,•J1 

...., ...... 

• 




~ONT4 16:25EST 83/16/77 48 

DATA REQ'D: NO. OF LOADSi LEFT SPANi RIGHT SPAN?Z1517 

DATA REQ1D: "ACNITUDE OF LOADS?1t1Zt 

DATA REQ'D: LOAD SPACING?814 

x "AX.B".P. 11AX.B".N. 

1 15.2H -3.429 

2 .lLlil -6.857 

3 14.914 -18.28b 

4 5.6H -13.714 

5 8. -.!.hlli, 
6 7.449 -6.163 
7 19 .184 -2.857 
8 25.386 -2.286 

9 -1.714
~ 

18 25.518 -1.143 
11 16.327 -8.571 

~AX.LR.= "AX.C.R.= 26.73 11Al.R.R.=111! ~ 

PROGRAl1 STOP AT 1878 

JSED 6.61 UNITS 

/ 
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Example #3: King-Post Truss 

J>'O 
-~
~~ 

The basic differences in this problem, compared to the first two 

examples, is that forces in the top chord are further complicated 

by the axial loads resulting from the truss action of the structure. 

Also, the analysis of the web members is included. 

In this example, the data printout has been suppressed, by option. 

A listing of the actual data (generally kept in a designer's notes) 

can be found in data file THIRD. Note that all members are 

rigidly connected, except for the top of the vertical (mem. 5; 

line 240 of data file). This reflects actual fabrication practice. 

The basic comments made in example #2 on the continuous beam re the 

negative bending are equally applicable here. However, the 

axial force must be accounted for. 

The top chord must be designed as a beam-column. The three design 

combinations have been shown graphically, for one panel (structure 

is symmetrical): 

l .0 Combination of maximum positive bending with the associated 

axial force. 
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2.0 	 Maximum negative bending combined with the associated axial 

force. 

3.0 	 Maximum axial force combined with the associated bending. 

The case which governs depends on the member sizes and bracing 

system which the designer employs. 

The chord members are also beam-columns in theory; however, the 

bending moments are so small that they can be neglected. Thus, 

the diagonals would be designed as tension members, and the 

center post as a compression member. 

The option to suppress a data printout was used; however, data 

file THIRD has been listed. 

The results of CRANE were verified by a statical analysis. It 

is known that the axial forces, positive bending at the center 

support, and vertical deflection are all at a maximum when the single 

load is at mid-span. 
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52 FILE ~O. REQ'D. 4 

DATA REQ'D: ~DAD SPAC:NG J 

SI~P~~ KING-?CST TR~SS 

SAND WIDTH= 9 ~lO. OF UNKNOwNS= a 

WHEEL LOADS: 1J. J~ 
~HEEL ?CS'S: 

HH TOP CHORD MlAUSIS HH 

MAX. AXIAL FORCE IN KIPS= -6.02 

v ~AV 
,\ MAX.B.M. ASS. AX. ASS.SHR. MALB.M. ASS. AL ASS.SHR. iiH.A. 

M.=' 'V r.YPOSITIVE FORCE FORCE ~JEC~i IVE FORCE FORCE SHEAR >inA.nA 

ZZ -4 39 -.88 -1.96 -3 ZS 5.66 :3.56 
J 4 .,. 1""'. :'! 

I-1.14 S.56 - t.;t;, -'t. i..~ .-;, ,.Jo 
~ .-1 -~ ! .,. .,-:2 ,1, •.J.~,. 7 1~ -1.54 -4.89 - .:38 I i..ii 

,.., 
I 

-., .,c:3 5.6& -2.42 -4.:3'1 -.SS 5.6&-.isi...J 

,-,,., 
• :nj4 -4.16 -5.72 -" .,Q ...·.J1L..• 

.,. ,~(!c: 14.19 -4. 93 -4.17 -4.8~' -.88 i ,i;t:··J 

,·, ~ C°10.'56 -8 15 -5.~5 -4.:39 -.BS o. :;....i 

7 5.86 -5.90 -" 1 ·? -5.93 -4.89 - .:38 
j. ·"· 

l'I•s ,1j'f -6.02 11 -6.81 -4.89 -.88 

ME!1.I 2 

~AX AXIAL FORCE IN KIPS= -6.02 

,,,-.,.... ,, "' 
XAI.B.~. ASS. AX ASS.SHR. K~X ~.~. ;;.:...::, M.\1 ASS. ShF~. 

c;:'; 

. 
.~,;, ""'.,\ 

~ ,-. ;"\, ,,,., POSITIVE FD~CE FORCE NEGATI~E FORCE 
;-:~ 

- "f I ==~ 7 
,.., . .,·..' .8.; - • 7 .:; ; .' 

.-. =.. ,::; = = =~· :,r,,· ...... • I._,;_ t: ...... 
,...._,"

,C•J ;h) 
L '-7,

.:.•.; ,;.-.; • ·-· i 

-:3 25 -:.u, 
4 .-, ·~ .-;..-,·~"' 
•.;;."-"t -•'-.;, 

-8.56 -.66 ,, .-,.-, ,...., ·"'.':·~ 
ij -1.~b •..'•'--' 
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ff~* ETH.CHORD t ~EB ~EMBER ANALYSIS tf** 

":"':-'\!!ftAV I l""llfl"!"t!M ,1f1/l.1 i!:!"h ASS.B.~. MAX.CG~. ASS.B.~. MAX.SHR. L.i:.i'\\.J j i; 

.J gc:: ••1.n . " •~lJ .00 ol'T i 0.:;1 
L~ .'"H~ 7. 76 .JC::.., .Z@ .0@ ..' .,' .v •..:i.L 

-9. ,.,.\(l" t!:'Z i1 ....,,:_,.J 1-Uf./ • e''ti ,.c;u • fllojo 

111* MAX. VE~T:CAL :EF~'S. TCP ChORD **** 
'~,, '!" \!:)

·-·•iii •••..,.. 

2 -.~103 
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.,., • f". - - - - '!' ';.- .
-~ •.-~i_;- - . . -..... .:,.:. 

.. : -:.· r __ r. 

~ t _ r .... r • .:.· ·, 
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JACK1 16:ZfEST f3/17/77 55 

=ILE NO. REQ'D.?3 

OATA PRINTOUT REQ 1D? --- YES OR NO?NO 

JNTS. "E"· LB.CS. E NR NS 
4 S 1 Z9ttt.t Z t 

BAND WIDTH= 9 NO. OF UNKNOWNS= 19 

WEICHT OF STRUCTURE<STEELI IN TONS= t.73 

LOAD CASE 1 11+1 18 KIP LOAD AT CENTER SPAN 

JOINT NO. X-FORCE Y-FORCE 

z IJ. -18.ff 


JOINT TRANS. REQ 1D? -- TES OR NO?TES 

JOINT X-DEFLEC Y-DEFLEC ROTATION 
1 -l.Hl16 
z -t.HZI -f.IJlf~ 8.8Hff 
3 -l.H41J t.IH16 
4 -1.ffZI -1.8'77 l.11Hff 

~E"BER AXIAL SHEAR B.".LOWER B.".UPPER 
1 -6.IZ 1.11 -~ !Ji z -6.8Z -11.11 t.84 -11.tS 
3 LJj_ -t.H I.IS t.11 
4 7.76 .... t.11 I.IS 
s -,Ll! 11.H -11.ff 8. 

?ROCRA" STOP AT 4Z78 

:JSED 3.41 IJNITS 

JO~ 

I I 'l.. "3l.,_ 

4 

LEMGTH 
8.H 
8.H 

11.31 
1t.31 

6.St 
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Example #4: Multi-panel Truss 

The truss is loaded as shown: 

r 2.. '3 4 r 
I q'2.. 1'2.. 3 13 • 4 ~.! 

II I ~7 
s- . ' b 

6 7 ~ 

K. K. 
100 100 

ILoading top chord: IS 

In this final example, no new aspects of the program are described. 

With the exception of stress reversal in the web members, no new 

interpretation of the printout is required. The essential purpose 

of this problem is to demonstrate the strength of the program 

as well providing additional coding guidelines. The loads and 

resulting member forces are however more indicative of actual 

design applications. 

Of special importance is the stress reversal in members 9 and 10, 

the interior diagonals. Thesemembers, and their connections, must 

be designed for a maximum tensile force of 211 .12 Kips as well 

as a maximum compressive force of 83.83 Kips. 

The actual input is listed in data file THIRD. All members were 

assumed to be rigidly connected; the top chord had an area and moment of 

inertia of 50 and 3000 respectively, while all web and bottom chord 

members were given an area and moment of inertia of 25 and 100. 



?'"'1"'or"1 ~ 
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FILE ~C. REC'D. 5 

~ATA RE1)@D: NO. CF LOADS 4 

iEST RUN: TRUSS 

MEM. ~lO.RS. MOD.E. 
s 13 .., 291300.flL 

MEMBER DATA 

~~EMBER .JNL .JNG KL KG AREA INERTIA 
" 50.000 :3000. 900L 

.., 2 	 3 50.000 3000.000L 

.J 

., 3 4 50.000 3000 .01}0 

.,.• 't• 5 50.000 3000.000 

.,c: 6 	 7 25.000 100.000 
..,

6 I 	 8 25.000 rnu-:00 
.., 
I 	 6 25.000 100.000 

i:;s s 	 .., 25.000 100.t100 
.., ..,

9 ... I 25.~0@ rne.000 
:e 7 .,.• 25.000 100.000 
,, ..,I•• .:. 	 2S.30f ill.0000 

•·"'.· 	 ":·C' •'l!!~, ... 7 :3 	 i.,..J,'ti'iJU 1~z,zge 

13 :3 4 	 2s.1m1 rnz.000 

J:JINT DATA 

v.JOI~n· •'•"•""" Y-COORD.A-•,UUl\iJ • 	 z 
.00 .00 ., 

L .,•O 15.00 .00 .,.• 5i.. 	 ·J 

...
.; 	 I g~~ " :30.00 	 6 I s 
.,. 	 1.1,, ..• 45.00 •HJ 9 '.fl ,, 
., 	 ..,c: 60.00 .00 12 l·) 

•::6 :5.00 -tJ.30 '.... •·..: lb 
... 	 ...,
I .30.!10 -1J.i0 :7 lQ '"'= '7 

·":·t8 45.e~ -10.00 ·~!? 22i..t! ~i 

,., 1'"ii-"!9• ·"' ~!'1 	 L1 ~.,. 

'1HCH..i ~:DTH= .:.l iiO. :;r N~~~iOWNS= "'~ 

(ti:~-! ! •"!:."·11•'•
rtrtC..i.:.1... :.,iJM._,;:.. 

WHEEL POS''.3: 

http:291300.fl
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~AX. A%IAL FCRCE IN ~:?S= -328.77 

.-_;"I' '\V 	 ¥._,,...., '!t."~·~" :: .~.;,.:;, ,;,.\, I 11.., A. iJ 1 ~ ~;:;, AX. 	 ~SS.E~.,.HA • ..; 1!1•"' 	 ' I 1 ASS.S:-iR • 
~:"".t"\ .... "" ~Al.AX.F:JRC~ ii.Ji\V~ ~iEG~TIVE FG~CE 

• ,. !!•'! !n 
•~~I :fi -4 •.~·t 

~!5.73 -4.4S 
t.97 	 '"'•..,.I °t1 

~3.34 
_, ·" '~ ..,,., ;•.:•. .... , .·,,1 ~..,

.;.;;.•1i iI.. ~-r:i-. '"':' -·:i.;. '.;,;o :2i.64 
~•,·""'!·"' I~ 	 . ... ,,.

:~ _j;,; ~I •7;._j -12i,39 .;. ' • ;·t,· 

; :l ~ !. .,
..• 	 "'t 1i I J7 1J1.63 -28.iZ .. :; lo.. 'J-.J 

.,.Ci·"\:•.;42S. t·~ -132.b4 87 .SS 	 -~·J.J, iO -6.42 23. 95 
t 11.f , ·"'! 
i.Vi ,Ot;;435.21 -147.18 74.77 -36.56 -283. 'ib ·6.42 

424.59 -160.55 bZ.40 	 .. zs3.9b -6,.!2 !1'1,41 
413.Zt -liJ3.59 -S4.M -233. 9b -t,,4·2 93.44 13i' 14 

o::: 	 ~ 11.-. 11'\432.13 	 -117 .Z7 -9S.37 - . .,,.J. :j'-,·v~ -&.4Z .v.;,. ~o 1~4.S7 
- ~ t .,. t.,. 1""' ·'°!-J:~64 .hi -1:32..64 • i'-. '~ ·oL.. '",. -283. 96 -6.42 !tS.90 i 72.5'1 

:3ll9. Z7 -147. ts -:zs.21 -68 .6.? -283. '16 ·6.42 19~.32 
,"\/'!o "f4r 	 I.~,-. t\ t 

-~"''I I 	 ~·~"j,i~l-!37.63 	 -242.56 
<-'\ J.,. ~~ ...; -t72.6i 	 .. 123 ..~7 -z!.~.75 - '!I ••J J 149 .1 ~3 

l.j•"', ~ ' 	 ·"':·.,.i ·"\! ~ ·"\ : ~'! -325.36 - '.j 1 .,.., -~,g:. .62 ""'-; L • .;;:. -76.78 ~:9.74 -.j I._;~ 

• ..,."! ..,.,. 	 .,,., "!!:5 - .L l.:tJ. i.i. 3.27 .. zsB.a~ 	 ~59.74 .. . :,.j I j lj 

MAX I AXIAL FGRCE !~J K!PS= -423.53 

x 	 i!AX.S.l't. ASS. AX. ASS.~HR. i'!AX.B .X. ASS. :~X. ASS.SHR. ~AX. ASS.B~. 

POSITIVE FORCE FORCE NEGATIVE FORCE FORCE SHEAR 11AX.AX. 
45.61 -201.iJS 	 -13.·~0 -271.75 -317.33 73.22 ~53,Sb -99.73 

., 
105.93 -422.40 143 .40 -332.sa hZ.13 153.Sh 17.62 

I.. tS4.95 -423.36 129.35 -14b.13 -7S.24 14.78 143.08 !:35.0'1 
_.,~., C::l 

.~.; ;J 	 L...;~,..;uZSZ.50 	 tl7.~1 -131.35 .73,g '" !(' ~31.~4 

:~J6. 72 -422.90 1f5.S7 	 1!9 .4:3 
"i'll ...,.. ., ~i"'.4! ·"I:":> 

.;.~;;. -~ ""'t'".i. 1"!'/ 93.62 - ! 11 • .. ~ 
•, '· ' ~ ! ~.-'"H !'"t 

~:;,1 ,.;;L

-," .. ,, t ~-~ -~·!! .~ -:i 
.;, ' ••:,,r;; ·.'i •ii-.i 

_:: 7 1·~· 	 .•.,.,.,,..:, .J..-~.' .... 
~:": .... ~ ~ . ~,, ·'":-~·"':· I ~ 

"TI I·~7 :377. :37 	 .. f"'. ~~ .. ·:tL.~· •'T 

~... :" ."'\ ·"':· "4 f ~· ::o ':'·:'-	 ~ ... "' -..v ,..,..; .. 5i.~7 -u1.~~ ..,..,.:;. .,. .-. Bz.sq 

9 :;~4 .bZ -247.91 -gC,Si -26:.ZB -1e.s·1 ;4.~3 


-~'j j. '-· -~. - • J" 	
~ 

f "! ~ ..... ..,- ·J ! ., { ~ 
.~ :;:~4. i9 ~·JV' 6 • 	 -63. ~1 -261.JB 106.38 i.l"':'1.;,/'.,, 	 ..,f\~ 111Z';~. ~5 - i.'j'-. u"! -!24.27 -2~1.JS -lJ.~Z t18.3Z 

:43. ;3! -115.5~ .. ss.21 -ld.?g '.3Z.~7 9I! '1 
"" ,.; t8J,a:3 -317.23 -126.78 -114.66 -428.68 -48.64 1~1.47 ·73.4~ 
• J 	 4 '!'~ "'"i!.,,. ~lS.6.~ -332.80 -!37.87 -163.33 	 -59.69 '""""·~

~ '!'·~ ·"':"4 ~ =-'15 45.9'1 -:~0.24 ~ "!."". -238.58 	 -BZ.59 .. ..;-. ..:~ 

- t·~-~I '=''1 
'Ti..·.,r•····..; 

,,....... .\'4 
 llfl'. l '°:' 	 ~ ~.\ T
,-..::.). :":A I ·:~.\ ....... :. .~:;s. ;;x. ··~A 1 

-;"\1""'••4.:·""-·:'·-~:= "-·. ·-·-·-	 \.. ,... ,, "·" 
. ·-··.i • ' .. •': i ,.....-.:...:. ,',:."...·!'"' .•.•,: 	 :,""'!.,"\ ,,4;;\ I 

•e ·: ~ 'I =· •.•. =	 ,•,.-:- =: 
":·J. : . -~ ...... _.,., ......... 	 '•.i..•·

. ·:-. .;. ~. ·.·"\·~ '"i:l 	 - ~~ 
- : . .;, .... ~i,,,' :27.87 

·~· 	

: : ..: ;; .......·""':4:..
•.,., ~--i 	 ~ .... ·1 . ,•.I ,:.:r .1.: ' ~. .: 
~~·=·. ,' (: 	 .. -... ;; ..:··:- .- ;. • - !•"""'"''"''"' 
l '= ....... =! 	 _·"': ! • ,3,:. ; -~-~ ·~~ ,•. .; ·. 

~ ~ ;.·.; ... ti·~ 	 i •• • ·-·~·. t'; 

.... -:= ·= - .. :' .. :% -~ 4 :? i ·"': .. .. : . .. .... • ....,."! .(·-· •.•. ., .. -.... 
... -, c ........ 0...ik• !;/- .U"':" I_,. ' -.-' .. ·~·Ji.;,,.::: • ..... ;f.) i. .:: I . .:,. ... ' ... , .. 


·.•. 11= ... .... ·' -~ .". 	 4 ::t..:. :::' .; "'.".! -::._;;.j"T I;,·; -:,.;,. -	 .. ;.. '.it •''J ... ~ ...... ; 

~ ,,~j~ .t :*!-~ - ....:> ·l~·._"!'; .7;.. ... , ..,,j 	 .,..;;..1;..-... 

·"\ ! ·."'\ ~' 	 ~-! ..... : J ~,-. ,. ...,,"\ == 
-~ ;:: ....... ...:;. ~i - i !i .,...~ -~ .... .' ·: ~;z. :9 ;: ;,-; .....~ 
"~~ .-~ .. -· .j,',' •.:{ -n.:.:. .-. ': 
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.;;ii'-P.f.,j 
~ :'? t ,-; flJ.f..' 

;:;: 
:346.16 ."l.;"i"'!' .-,.,.- 'ti! ..:.v -72.24 -14.ia rn6. 'i': .:..•:; ... ~,._
:?~6. 72 -4ZZ.9l -105.57 -116.58 -78.24 -14.78 

!:':~.,.C'.,. !,O:.'"\ r;- • ., {('T lf;i., . .J ......;r; -"tL.. ·; • .,J·j - i 4 i • 'T 4 -131.35 -70.2! !:'!!•":>C'·~-14.7S 131.54;_.:; 
<I 

'--..1~ ..... u-4Z3.3t, A -,ra-146.13 ""'lit.,• 0 i43.J8 1:35.09-140.4B -202.03 -3:32.8~ 153.,36!5.61 _·::·.t 1 :JO 17.68 
i-'.JJ.11,iV 1~.90 -271.75 -:317 .~3 i C'I'\ "''1..;..;; ••;,o 

~AX. AXIAL FCRCE :~ KIPS= -32£.77 

z 
·) 
·J 

5 
b 
7 

, , 
• L 

14 
IC:•·J 

~A~.B.: 
PSS:T~VE 

=".,. :'J: 
-,. ...' 't 

~50.52 

:3es·. £7 
·'\ I !. ~ :'l 
.jlj~,Oii 

4gg I 18 
413.21 

-~·,.'=' "r: 
'""L·..Ja.i.7 

·:•..,·:• L ·:• 
-.;-.; •.; 11 •J-.J 

134.68 
~. 97 

~SS. ~~. 
FORCE 

; '":·:'; ·"'!·;. 
- :. :..:;. • '-i.. 

-172.61 
-16~.55 

•:1"'T U"\ 
- ~"TI , iO 

~ ...,.,. ! ! 
- "-·.:iL10"!' 

-117.07 
-1t10.59 
-11SJ.55 

~ .-t ., ~ (\ 
- l'T,. • .i,:j 

•• ..., ·'!-r 
... .;.. ,.c;, 

-83. :;6 
-65.49 

-283.96 

AS.SI SHF~. 
:;-:::,··::
! -.;: ''~ '

.-, .,..,. 
-;;, Ii,./ 

·.'\'°'l !. I
7.:,:. 'T't 

( • ii i .~ 
L 't1 I .I. 'T 

:37.6@ 
1 ·'::: .-,., 
.l.l...w/14...J 

fi'i (t;
LH.. a 6.i. 

l"=l'\ -"'!..,.
70 ,.;;{ 

84.~8 

-87.88 
-101.63 

-145. 70 
I ""r;,, "tL 

t :"'ii:' ; -: 
- L.I".·~' .-;;~ 

-12:3.67 
-82.77 
-6;3 .66 
-62.24 
·55.82 
-49.40 
-42.98 
-:3b.S6 

-2:3. 72 
~ .,. .,.,"

- ;,.1 • i...1 

- i ,1 ·:S-7• r.:. :,; j 

I "'-iT I "'f.J 

i A ;;,"\ 
- .i.•t. iT7 

.-,, .... -:. :4,-, 
;..;;..... ti 7 

-:71. :~t. 
-246.75 
-24Z.S6 
-2:33.96 
-233.'16 

-~,.... , 1"\! 
-(..·j.:.1 .. 70 

-283.% 

-283.96 
-2:3:3.96 
-283.96 

-117.~7 

,,..,...,,..,,.,.,... 
j •..':''"''

~I '"!~ 
10. ,'1j 

47 .57 

L A ...) 
•.;,~(.. 

6.42 
6,42 
I ,._,. 

C•' 't"

6.42 
6.42 
:.4Z 
6.42 
I .i .-~ 
Q, 'TL 

L42 
; 1t; o. 'ti.. 

-10i.6:3 

".:l!'.'Jn;,,.._, 

tC'!"\ .,! 
L •...· 7 • f ""': 

149 .18 
13B.S1 
tZ7.7Z 
l!S.9~ 

t~3.48 

(1'.!t ;.-, 
~ i::'l • i;;.:; 
~ 1c C'.)• .1.v.,. _ 

!30.t.4 
1 RC' "111
1•;..,J,{ti 

161.Bt 

¥,/\ ¥ .". 'i 
;:"'l:A 't. ,\ • 

J .-. =~ 
'!~ •.•d. 

i·":·C' "T1"'1 
.1.~v.1·:; 

2JB.J5 
~ ,·:•? ·"":·":· .. ·u;,.:,~ 

; C'! ,-,~ 
j,. ..J"f. ·) ! 

~ ·'\~ ~ ..~ 
L-j I • Z 1' 

t ~ ~ I ,'"I; 
.;,:;~. 0•) 

-~!? :'"! 
-j?i ~ i I 

**** BTM.CHORD &~EB MEMBER ANALYSIS !ff* 

:: 
·.i 

6 
... 
i 

8 

',, 
.. ii 

MAX. TErJ. 
329.27 
• ...,.,.,., -~"T 

.;;L 7 ai..l 

.- ,i JI ,-,.-.

.::,,;•·t.77 

·"':· .; : ~ ·t ............ 

,.., ,-...., 
i./ ,•Jt 

~SS.S.i'!. 

S.:16 
5.;56 
4.,~9 

·!.69 
2,,;:; 
~ , .•, 
1..0.:.. 

I '1@ . ·"'\,~ 
.;. ,.jt; 

~AX.COM. 

-Z'.8.52 

-21~3.52 

ASS.B.~. 

l!il 
di ti 

..... ·":·:"'i 

.j, ... i 

.-, "".-1"'i 

.;;.~7 

.,. .,.i 
~.: :; 

6.24 
..,. -ro 
l..11'',; 

.b7 ,., 

.01. ,.., 
.l., lL 

.7Z 

2. t,i) 
Z.J3 
2. f.J 

LENGTH 
15.00 
!5.~iJ 

18.~3 
• ·' '!·-, 
... ·). "'j 

i , .. , !'I·-, 
Llj I~'..:.• 

liJ.illJ 
;J.0~ 

HH MAX. VERTICAL OEFN'S. TOP C:~GRD HH 

JNT. llO. !';~~! u ~·=· 
0,h.,.I 1...11 ·~1 

,., 
i.. .. ,4'178 

'., 
i'!.'!"'.:'.i'I 

I '(fi::)t) 
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- ri r ... -.:\ 3866 
DATA, EXA~A?\.t. ~4 

--~- -· -, ...:\; 

,: r :.;; Z:'1ZZ·Jr :.: il 
~ l ·0 I ~:: 

.. - - .. 
:. i' .:;. ;. ~ { 

': ~-· r .; 

)"~1~:.:J;:;..z.iz 
~;:,~~J~J 
..... ,... ,• 
.;,; 1 .;; t -t; ~- r,,,; 

~t~t:i~;j 

.; ~i6t7r2~ 1 !J0 

:.J ~ i 7;.; r i r J 
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Conclusions 

In practice, the program CRANE has been an unqualified success. 

Experienced designers have concluded that it provides the required 

structural forces in an accurate, quick, and facile manner. The 

program has been documented within Stelco, and is in use by the various 

engineering offices in the company. 

In general terms, it enables a better design in less time. The 

Engineer is better able to devote more of his time to developing 

concepts, rather than on repetitive calculations. Several practical 

structural solutions can be studied, regardless of the geometry or 

degree of indeterminanceof the structure. 

In practice, many of the situations that were briefly discussed in the 

Introduction have been handled successfully with the aid of this 

program. For example, in the design of a new steelmaking facility, 

the wheel loadings and spacing of 4 cranes were considerably re

vised at a very late date. The deadline for placing an order for the steel 

plate for fabricating the girders was due. With varying spans and 

load combinations, 16 separate analyses would have been required. The 

results were, via CRANE, in the hands of the consultant in 3 hours. 

The plate order was placed. 

In one of the mills at Hilton Works, Stelco, a newer, heavier crane 

was installed. The program quickly confirmed that the existing girder 

could be made into a king-~ost truss. 
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The alternate solution of adding a center column, making the 

simple girder into a continuous beam, was also quickly analysed. 

At a construction site recently, a bracket was indisc;iminately 

welded to a crane girder. A review of the original analysis by 

CRANE revealed that the stress in that particular area was below 

the critical value for fatique strength. The bracket was allowed 

to remain, as the process of removal might have done more harm than leaving it. 

A rewarding side effect of the program has become apparent. It is 

an excellent teacher. Because of its relatively simple format and 

its availability, engineers and technologists are able to experiment. 

In effect, mathematical models are built and modified. Areas and moments of 

inertia can be revised, members can be deleted or added, and the 

results can be instantly evaluated. 

It is hoped to combine CRANE with an optimization program to 

design an optimum runway girder. 
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APPENDIX 

Program CRANE 
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) 

: :~~~~~.:;;~~I; ~4z;,, :::-~, {~g t36;', t~~ (4~~ , 2 ( 4€, , x~ {~q~ ! ~r: 4;;1; ,f::G ~:4~n 
D:~~~S:DN~~l40~ tJN~{?Z~ 1J~~(4~~ t~A(3~ ,[(6' ,:~{40! 

i' : :~:>··~S:IC.t~ x::· {16 t :~1 1~·« 1011:) t~;.. { :5:' 1LF· ~ !f ~ 1~;-'.£A?~ (4Zl 1 

... L $H~~I~~(4if,B~~~4fi ,s~G(4-g} ,.B;·,~~012.S} tS-t1e.,z51 ! 

SSftAX (1f1t25i tF:l'iMAX {1f} 1BMN~AX {ltj ,.SSMAX {4fi 1AhAX ~1~} t 

14 SKSP~lf)1AAF!li1ZS~tAS~(l81Z~)1AAF~{li1ZS~1ASFN(ll125) 

•.J DI~Et~SION HAFE(lf:t rA'.;Ft\10} tAAFE~~{1e; tASFEti{l~~"" 
'ii 
S.·.i 

,., 
l.I 

IN1ECER RL\1~) 1D£:{15~ 

CHARACTER*Z MAN ?i{HT 
DAlA ND/7511/1KL/4if1/1KG/40+1/ 

DATA INFILE/ 11 FIRST!!, uSECfJDu 1 

1=1:-HRD", ;;FORTHu 1 \!FIFTH I!/ 


·"if 
L': 

26 REAJ(5rt~ IDF ,,., 
i..I 

CALL COl'!MM~D (FILE rI ,,J) 

IFiI.NE.l)DISPLAY "MPE ERR NO."rlr"ON FILE "r!DF 

wRIT£:(61i)"DATA REQ@D: NO. DF ~GADS" 

'" READ(51flNWL.::J. 

WRlTEllr*l"Df!TA REQ'D: liHEEL LOADS" 
READ(Sii) \WUil rl=l rt·a.:u 
WRIT£{6,i~ 11 DATA RE;~'D: LOAD SPACING 11 

READ (51* l \D£(,Ji 1J=l rtlWU 
READ\lt*iNP 
DD 371 !=1rNWL 
DBR=DBR+DB{1} 

39 371 DB:I)=DER 
40 
~1 122 DBfI)=-DB(i) 

NJTC=N?+1 
43 READ(lr*l (JtHWli 1N=1rNJTC) 
't't " WR!TE(6,1} 11 DATA PRINTOUT REQ'D.? YES GR ~~0 11 

46 REA0\11BB66)NNN 
47 8866 FOR~AT{Z~A3l 
48 Wt~!TE (6t 8B.57H~~~N 

DEC. 20l7e 
I 

READC1 t* f ,JN {~l, X{Mi 1 Y{M~ 

IF!JN{rJ-M)8086,9frSa86 
5B ~·e cc;ffINUE 
t=·.·. 
.,;7 DiJ 214 I=ltt~P 

6~ LX1:,JNTC t::: 
61 IX=!+1 

-------·---------------------



65 

1.-,.-..,.:; 
... -._: ~ .... ',' !"' ... ' 

..... ·..· - '-' ·.... "!""i,..i ~ .. ; 

:~D i ,)JR, i j =NR 1 

.,, 
!"": f~ . .}:::.. 
.,.=
I·.! LC:5I=11NJ 
7l 

'"!1"'1 
if".; 7 t!~;"' I\-~ 

;,;... j. t •Ji - .i. 

"'!i:;:
/, CC1D11 

IFINC{ItJ}-1)11r911£ 
s: i t~D{I,JJ=NU 

GGT:J11 
ll-<·.'.!"1 I; !\ 

I\-~~·:. L 11-1 f 


35 tiD i I, ,Ji =ND(!\, ,J J 

86 :1 CON!!NJE 
B7 6 co:mNuE 
SB-_-.: 

~~U=WJ-: 
rF !KAN.EJ:. 11NO"; co re s4rn 

9i WRITEil1 128tl 
92 128@ FOR!':AT (17X 1 "~EMBER CATA" ti /l 
93 ~R !TE< b,*i "tmmrn .JNL .Jt~G KL Kc AREA INERTIA" 
94 8418 CotiTHWE 
9S DC:H~I=11Nl'i 
96 READ( l 1* ll'iN !rl ,.Ji.IL (Il ,.JNG (D 1A( I) 1BU l 
97 
98 KL lil =ti 
99 JtiL (ri =.JNL (I l -t ( -1 l 

te~ 93S1 IFiJNC(I~.G1.e~ GOTO 93SZ 
1~1 KGiil=~ 

:z3 93iZ K~l=!-1 

185 8425 Al:l=AIKXXI 
116 Blll=S[KIXI 
1g7 8426 ZL=JNL<Il 

109 IFlllZLl-XIZCll961519b1719618 
l10 9618 JNL!Il=ZG 
111 JNC(I):ZL 

__ 2 G070 9bl5 

F;JRl'iAT ~:~: 1 :7t I412IS,:;XrFi0.3t:3X1F:1.3f 
;:ort~If~UE 

'·.,:'!
.d.. fi DO 5~0 I=: 1ii~ 

.JL.=dNL {! ) 
122 

125 
NP'.~ ( )=ND {,JG. 

12.7 



1 f\O: 

66 

L::.'t :Jtit: 	 ~:'._:~'t ~ ~N;,;:, 

IF:'.~AN.~~,ti~~'.:di~ C:7~:, ZZ 
-·-·.:: 

\.' -.-,;,:"\"".
" - :_.:_,,_;r-.. .... ' 

r.,-,; ~ '!' - ' •-' :i.l'.1 - _;. - .:. r ;._,_, 

r,,-, .-.,-:,-:: ~ - .. !-.,,. 
~,-_..... ~·t.c .. - .;. ; i\;·; 

148 ze! CG,~TiNUE 

149 NS1=MAX-MIN 
IFl~E1.GT.NBl NE=NB1 

:51 z~z CJ~TINJ~ 

156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
178 
17~ 

172 
178 
174 
:75 
~7 6 . 

!FINV,CT.!4Zf) GOTO 444 
:3g_5 	 FQR~;;7~1Hf1"£:Ar--::: WIDiH= 11 1I31~JXt 11 ~'.J. o::- :J[~KrtGWN:;:",I4t//} 

WRliE{6t 1442) <WL{I! tI=itN~~) 
WR!T£{61 14471 {Df:(Ki tt(=ltNW~.J 

1442 	FOR~AT11H~i,"WHEEL LOADS:"t1SF7.2) 
1447 	FORMT11H 1 

11 WKEEL POS 1:;:"i15I7r//f) 
DO 112 I=l1NM 
JG=JNG(Il 
JL=JNLIII 
XK!Il=XIJGl-l(JLI 
Y~l!l=YIJGl-Y{JLl 

D~i!)={XM(I)4XMCI}+YH{I~1YM(I))11.~ 

C7=Al[IJE/CNIIli+3 
D0113J=1,36 

113 sritI1 1.;}=0.0 
S~:I,:)=XM(l~~XM(IJ4C7 

£M~r,2;=x~~!)fYM(I)1C7 

SMt:14)=-Sh(I1i) 
SMl:~S)=-S~fitZl 

S~iI1Sl=Y"(il*YMIIl*C7 


SMf I110)=-X~{!)tYM(IltC7 


SM ~I, 11} :-'.3~ (I ,BJ 


:;;@ rr:t(L{Ii+KG{I}-1}1i511~&t:17 

lSl 116 C7=2r*E*ECil/D~(I~*i5/:44. 

184 :!9 S~!It1~=SM{!1:)+Y~{IliY~{:~1C7 

185 SMt~12J=SXC112)-XM{i)jYM{i)IC7 

:87 S~tI14)=S~(!t4)-YM~!l*YM(I)4C7 

188 S~i:1Sl=SM{!1S)~XX(!)1YM{I)1C7 

:-;,:1','19~ 	 ·Ji! I"' t11i=S~! tllJ-xt'f{ )JX~( )+::7 
.; :'"I~ 	 •°'U: I'!' ..,. ... , \ - ..... f 
.. 7 l 	 .:rn I l t '-.t... i -.:rn t tW+YMI H Y!'ll )-tC7 

BMiit23i=SMi ,z~;~-XM{ !1 YfH ;+C7 
SM ::t29i=S~f 127· ft~-~ { J~XX{ f-1C7 
r: nn 1; \ _i-'f'"'' ' ' t·":·;'! ~ ·':·194 	 "'' I ' ~.;..(."} t la:. i22lT\t.- \ • ' 



:zr :7=2.fEfB(!)/D~(!)liS/14;, 


... : ~ S~i:~6)=SM{!16)-Y~(i~+D~~I)1D~{:}~:7 


'.:;.·.: 4 

r·.'"i"".' ,·, ~ 4 :

\.~iJ ' '..J ~ "'.j 


202 
67::·,.; {I 1 :J;: =SM {: t:3}-Yr(: J *D~, {Ii~[~ (II+ (C7 /Z, i 


S~'.:19)=5Mf!t9~+[~{I)*DM(~)f(C7/2.~1X~l!) 


~~::115)=$M(!1!5)+CK{l)4t4IC7/3, 


SMi~t16)=S~:Ir16)+Y~f!)1D~(!l~DM::~i(C7/Z.: 


SM!!117)=S~:!r:7l-D~tr~1C~{Il~(C7/2.l1XM{Il 


209 SMlI16l=SMl!16l-YMIIl1D~IIltD~l!ltlC7/Z.I 

21~ 

S~II1241=SMII1Z41+TMIIltDMIIltDMIIl11C7/Z.I 

2i2 SMII131l=SMII13fl-D"IIltDMIIl•IC7/Z.11X"III 
213 SM1:t36)=SM{It36l~D~tl)4t4iC7/3. 

G;J10115 
·°:-<IC" 
i!..l.J 12Z C7=3.1E1B{Il/Drr!)+15/144.0 
216 SMII131=SMII131-YMIIltCMIIltD"llltC7 

S"ll191=SMll19l~IMII11CMl!liD"IIl1C7 
S~II1151=SMIIt151+D~(Il1141c7 

221 115 	 cmmNuE 
Sl'l II17i =Sl'I { l 1 Z I 
SM{I113J=SM{I,3) 
SMII1141:SMII191 
SMll119/:SM!I14l 
SMII1Z0l=SMII110l

.-;...,,. 
1..1..i S~!I1211=SM!I1161 

22B S~\I1251=SMiI151 

229 SMII1Z6l=SMII111l 

SM{!,ZS)=SMf It23) 

SM!I13:1=SMII16) 

rMP! ~~t-~~!T 4~\23:3 	 ~n\,1~~1-~1~l~t~~1 

..,.-,, 
L.·)'t 	 S~IIt33}=S~{I1l8~ 

sr:!t34)=SM1r,z4~ 
."!-'\/ 
~.;;t; S"II1351=SMl!131l 
237 112 CONTINUE 
238 DO 521 I=l 1ttl'! 
2:39 DO 522 JJ=116 
240 !FINPMII1JJl.EQ.11GOTO 522 
241 DO 523 rI=J,J16' 
..., l.·i 
l..'t.:. IFINP"II1!Il.EQ.11GOTO 523 

245 ~:S= (,J,j- 1J i6-: I! 
Zit(.~::: i =Z~ KK:3} +Sri (I , KS i 

....,,.., 
~·l 

r-•'l"T•"'! 
\}l.:o·.,'. 

C'~I"'.
.J;....:..1 

~24 KKS={~P~(!,J~)-1)*{NB-i~+NPM{Ir:I) 

t:S= (,JJ-:: ib-t I I 
z{1) =1. 

253 SZZ CONTINUE 
254 52~ CG~TINLlE 

255 !FtNSP.EQ.iilGGTO 2271 
256 WRlTEC£1 Z39ll 
257 WRITE{6, 22741 



68 

4 

·~9?·\ !IV,"-i:l~-:1 
LI~ Vt~\~J-~. 

274 7@e CG~~INU~ 

27~ DJ141!=1tNU 
Zib 141 FFtii=e.0 
277 DO 2672 f'i=l 1NP 

279 DD 19 ~~=1tNW~ 
zsg DP[~~=DB{Nl~l 

2B7 IFiDB0().L£,RL(J}l G:JTC 27 
ZBZ 12 cor1m;uE 

' 289 27 I=.J 
29@ IFiDB(KI .Ell.i:11 GOTO 2774 
291 KSHil=KSF'(ll+1 
292 KZ=KSP<rl 

. 29:3 XP!I1KZl=DBIKl-(RLCil-LP<Ill 
294 Po , KZ i =WL rn 1 
295 BB=-{PII1KZJ1XPII1KZltlDMIIl-XP<I1KZlltt21/DMCilttZ 
296 UU=IPII1KZltlXPII1KZltt21+1DMIIl-XPII1KZlll/DMCil112 
297 VY=-IPIIrKZlt<DMIIl-IPllrKZllt12t(2,tXPIIrKZl+D"IIlll/DMlll1 
298 $13 

VUG=-CPII1KZltlXPII1KZllt1Ztl3.tD~IIl-Z.1XPII1KZlll/DMlil+t3 
Zi74 cc:·\T!NUE 

JL=JfJ~ {I 1 

JG=JNGIII 

303 

304 rFiDBIKl.EQ.01 GOTO 2825 

305 rO=NDIJLr31 
:;n N5=NDIJG121 
3e,7 Nb=ND(,JGt3i 

31S DE:=:.~-7 

r.,"<-.-. 1 -~ ~ 

\.<•..:;;..:"":'"!"'t 

~'~ 48 CO~TINJE 

http:rFiDBIKl.EQ.01


__ 

·':'··"!-... _, 

--------------------·~,...,~,::a· 

E 

_,..,,~,-..-,. ·": 

\..?;,..; .j .;,:.:.·.:. 

..,,.. .. !" •. ! :; _r.;.·.:;1 i. .. l•.J 1-~.' 
·"'\•"'\·"') 
.j.~~ 

r,.-. I l\ --~ ;••·"!- \ ~ • "':· 
·-"·', b:.. 11.,.. .. --r~ 1r\L/:! .,.;,., 

!"':·: ! ! \ -·'l.;;...,.-..-, ._ =
i;.;.. \!J] -c,' I 

3~7 

GOiG 941 

339 3B6 D3fJ)=f. 

340 941 	 DO 32bf! M=i 1NJTC 
:~41 
.-.!·'C 
.:ti+t. GOTO bBb 

343 :Ebil CDrH rNUE 

344 GOTO 9853 

345 686 	 IFIDZIJl.LT.CZMIMll DZ~(~)=DZIJI 

D1 (,J) =Dl Ln / 12. 
.-, ,,,.,
.:.r;o BZiJl=DZ(,J)/12 • 

34'1 611 COfHINUE 

·:::;;: 
·J•.;.'[. D061I=1 rFJM 

NZ=.JNG (I I 
Dtll=DWlU 
DW =Drnm 
DC3i=E:;(N1i 
D(4) =DL {N2) 

.-,C'.., 

.":J ••H D<5i=D2!NZl 

358 DC6l=D:rnm 

359 F1=@. 

3&B 	 F2=0.e 
361 	 F3=~.~ 


Fb=~.0 


DQ,~5K= 116 


67 F3=F3+D(K-121tSMII1KI 
[n}.~SK=31 db 
F6=F6+DCK-3a:1SMII1KI 
AXlALCil=-IFltllMl!ll+FZ+IYMIIlll/D"(Il 
SHEAR (I)= 1-F 1f \YM (! ) ) +FZt (H1 (Ii ) ) /DM (I) -vr rn 
BML1Il=-F3+B~(Il 

BMC tI} =Fb-Ur~ (I) 
.-,.,.!:' 
•Ji·..· 

~-rt.II / •'
1-·m1..1ll 
~T- ll'·-.!T~ 

. : -•.;i~ \J \ .. ,; 


379 
.-\,-,!-::: 
.jQL 

[:·) :35t.4 M= 1, f\~i.. 
IF{DB~~~ ,EC.C~E.AND,ND(7tZ) .~G,i~ SUBSHR{I}=S~ESHR(I~+~~{Ml 

.;e:~ 
.-.,-,f,; 
.;,,r.;'t 

".'·:"C' 

BP~:r~;=B~L{I}+SHEAR{Il*RE~ 


:~88 ~\'.JT=~(SP {: ~ 


389 I;INUT,L~.J)CJTQ 6f 

----- :2.?J.• _: 
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.;.·1t=· 

:'; { ..... E~. ;_~· (: f ,,;;~:, XP ~: tKI. ~:;,_; GC:T:: :37~z 

:=-:x~·~1,;:;, ~~ ~ .~; S{: 1~:.=S(: l~;-p(~ ~Ki 
t· -.-,•, ., ' , ,
\.h,: ,,_; ~0':.'°l 

··-;; '"'"'!··'7 
;_, f Li;· 

-: ... i ~1.-... '!' .-: \ r,--. • ·. 
.;,,: (~t.". ~ ! t~t ,L.,l,&, ... , 

- :·= ,... _.... "!"'-l"'
·•. :.;,,; ... n,.. :. 

...,... 
--, -., •. 	 ,,~:'."' \'"'" :• ,, ... ~.. : '. , ....... T'; 

.. :- ,:.,..~:,.,_;- =.;.:· .nru... n~ , .. r:.. , .~;...~: i.:.·•. i1,.. 1:;~··-

: ·-.. -: {.. . 
.:.;·, - ::_ - - ·,.;. 1 ;--_ ! 

• I',-.~.- - " 
,:·.:: .... 	 \ .... " -.. 

:'":\ . ..,,.•\ .. -... ~ ·
~:.: .,: .... ..: : ~ J. ~ -.... :. 

.-,.,-,"'! ·-:· 

.;71. ~ 	 :F{ABS{S1).GT.k£:.:;{S(!1~))i S{lt~~=Sl 

?'iii COt\Tit-UE 
:398 bZ co:iTIWJE 

NE]=~P{I} 

DC 5l ~=l1NEX 
B~P=E?(ItLi 

IF {FMP. GE. rt; ;J•Bf': (: i L~ } coro 378t 
!:'!·-, 
'tt/·:; 

ASF ~ I t ~ f =S ( ! 1 Li 
·,"T;1.;. ;-;'":t-.:~'!1'.!!f!'* 


-~ 1:. i.. ;... •.;a; .t r~u:. 


IFfBMP.LT.MAXNB~{!1L)) GOTO 379Z 
GOTO .S7S'4 

41t5 37S'2 CONTINUE 
411 	 AAFN(:1L)=Al!AL(I) 

ASF~(l1Ll=S(l1L) 

4i3 	 MAXNBM (I 1U =EMF' 
414 3794 COiiTINUE 
415 	 SHR=ABS(S(l 1U) 
416 	 IFISHR.GT.S"AX(I1Lll SMAX(I1Ll=SHR 
417 5@ 	 COtHINUE 
418 	 Btf'=Bl'IU Il 

384~IF(Br!F'.GT.Bil~AX(!l i G::'TIJ 
G010 3842 

424 3842 CQfiTtNUE 
425 IF I81'1F'. LT. BNNMX <I)) GOTO 3852 
426 GOTO 3854 
427 3852 BMii~AX m =B~P 
42B AAF~~(Ii=AX!AL(I) 

4315 385~ 	CO~\Tit-iU~ 

4:31 AX=AE:f:{A~:IAL{IJ; 

43Z ZY=ABS(AXAXiI)~ 

433 ~F~AX.GE.ZYJ A~AX(I~=AXIAL(l) 

.-. .-,~.. ~ ~l:i!~ 
·-· :_1,~ ; ;. )\:.it. 

s:rli-:=AE;S (SJE:SMR {I)~ 
!FlSHR.GT.SSMA~(l~l SSMAX(I)=SHR 
IF{A~AX{I}.EQ.AX:~L{IJ) ABM~\I)=B~~~I; 

GDiO bl 
4-44 589 	 CIJliTINUE 



E~;)=A~S {B~C~ i If; 
:?!B~Q.~T.B~PlBMP=BM~ 

........... 

,•. ,.,'!",-, ......... '"!·p· 
Vi.lil..! .;;? :~ 

SHR=ABS(2~~AR{I)l 

lFfSHR.GT.SS~AXCI)) ss~~X(i)=SHR 

I 
'" 

71 

459 ~, 1 COfiTINUE 

464 81 FORMAT!1H6d5X1 11 HH TOP CHORD MJAUSI:; HH 11 1f//) 

~67 I~lI.GT.~F~GOTO 56l 
.\-68 
469 

11-. ,.~-,. .• .• -'!""H 
';-/.;, ft;-~~ i:. \0 t 0.:.. i 

4i3 $ 4X,"KAX.B.~.n,4x,uA:3S, AX.lft4X1 11 ASS.SHR. 11 r8X1"NAX.",5Xr 
$ 11474 ASS.BM."~ 

475 

,.,., 
'ti/ $ 7X ' 11 FOR~:E 11 

t 7X t "FeRCE" '7X, 11 SHEARil t sx t !!~AX .AX In' 
WRITE {61 85)NL 1BMl'!AX {I l d1AFE (!) 1ASFE{I l rBMNViAX ( l l 1MFEfi( il 1ASFE 

$N(!)' 

481 85 FCRMAT(tH ,IZt1Xt8F12.2) 
~82 MEl:LP(ii 

WRITE{/...:, 8S}L rMAXPBri l I, l} tAAF-! I 1Ll tASF {I,~) 1Mf..Xi~BM (I tLi tAAFN ( l t 
$~; J 

S· A:;F~• ( l r L} , StiA X(I , i.J t AB~ i I t L) 

488 55tl CONi INUE 
489 

,J~=NP+ 1 

WF~JTE {lr 4&:3S} 
~625 FCRrtAT~iH~1" 'li 

/'.""'\ ~~~'. :"'\"'!\ttr:." I:. ,r;;t CI J 

5-f:::~ :·~·z ~:~X~T iNC~ 

5€-4 ~720 FOR~HT(lHit" 11 
) 

5Z5 WRIT~\61 472~) 

.Jvv WRITE(6, 4721i 
507 ~721 =-:}~M;;T{:~if;,z5Xt 0 fffi ~AX. VER7ICAL D::r\~s. TeF i]1:)R[ f.f-11 11 

} 

494 



=/.I r··"l'"" .~ ! '!'
.•:,lt,: vi,,. \ 1.., i''T~ 

~.:::::;~T~. :·~ : \ :r rLC:CA i: ,JN, NC.:~OUR:·::E, rJ(·~ARf~, SE~~::NT= 7~D 
522 SUBROUTINE EA~D{ArB,NtMt~T,DETJ 

Dl~ENSION All~ill 18(751 72 
524 Mtf:M-! 
525 t~M=Nll'l 

526 f~~ 1=t~n-MM 
IF ~LT.NE,1; GD TO ~5 

528 1'1P=l'l+1 
529 
.53~ FAC=DET 

Atl)=1./S~RT~A(1)) 

SM;..=Alli 

AU=Al2i+AU 

~~~P)=1,/S:RrtA(MP)-A{2)fA(2)) 

IF:A~MP),GT.BICLJB!GL=A(MPl 


IF {A <MF'} LT,:;;{;_} SML=A (~p~
I 

MP=MP+M 
539 DO 62 .J=~Ptm'H 11'1 
540 JP=.J-1'1!'1 
541 MZC=3 
542 IFIKK.GE.Ml GO TO 1 
543 KK=KK+l 
544 I!=l 
545 JC=l 
546 GO TO 2 
547 KK=KK+l'I 
548 !I=KK-MM 
549 
550 z DO 65 I=KK1.JP1MM 

IF tA{l) .tG.~J.)GO TO .~4 

GG TC 66 
553 64 JC=JC+M 
554 ,;:, XZC=MZC+l 

A31JM1=~. 

556 GO TO 61 
557 66 M~ZC=MMiMZC 

::=II+~rc 

5:9 KM=Kr~+M~ZC 

568 
!FIK~.GE.JP!GG TO 6 

562 
C'/•"', 
;c·-~ DC 5 I =~~'.h ..JF d~~ 
564 As:JMZ=e. 
565 
566 I!:!!+: 
567 t( ! =I l +~MZC 
CJ,"'! 
..,;r;;r;; DO 7 K=KM1I~1Mri 

K!=KI+Ml'1 

~.,. 

..;i.;; 
.., 

.~SUM1=0 • 
5i4 

http:IFIKK.GE.Ml
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590 
DE1=$l't~/B!G~ 

593 
594 
595 
596 

59B 
599 

DO 9 K=K11L~ 
bes 
60b 
f:/ll 
6i58 
609 
6rn 
611 
612 

! ~ "T 
O.i.l 

62.2 
E·Z3 
62~ 

Vi-'-~ 
l\i\- j,, 

..J=1 

ss:J~1 =@. 

LM=L-1 
J:,J+f: 
:FtKK.CE.MJGO TO 12 

BSU~l=BSUMl+A(JKltB<KI 

JK=JK+l'li'! 
COtiTINl.JE 
BILl=BILl1AiJl-BSUMlfA(Jl 
BINl=B<NliAIN~1) 

N:-i:i=Nrtl 
NN=N-1 
hD=N 
DC l0 ~=1 rN;\ 
BSU~2=0. 
riL:~~-~ 

NL1=N-Li-1 

lF:L.GE.MlND=ND-1 
DO 11 f::=f~L:tND 

NJ1=NJ1+1 
BSU~2=BSU~2iAINJ!IJBIKI ,, CONTINUEd 

:z 
~-~'T!!r'1!1.!
l'\:. ! i;;·v~ 

4 
73 
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